Exploring data with graphs
Notice that the three scatterplots below the diagonal of the matrix are the same plots as the ones
above the diagonal, but with the axes reversed. From this matrix we can see that revision time
and anxiety are inversely related (i.e., the more time spent revising, the less exam anxiety the
person experienced). Also, in the scatterplot of revision time against anxiety (grids A3 and C1) it
looks as though there is one possible unusual case – a single participant who spent very little
time revising yet suffered very little anxiety about the exam. Because all of the participants who
had low anxiety scored highly on the exam (grid C2), we can deduce that this person probably
also did well on the exam (it was probably Smart Alex). We could examine this case more closely
if we believed that their behaviour was caused by some external factor (such as a dose of antiSTATic).17 Matrix scatterplots are very convenient for examining pairs of relationships between
variables (see SPSS Tip 5.4). However, they can become very confusing indeed if you plot them
for more than about three or four variables.

5.8.5 Simple dot plot or density plot
I mentioned earlier that the simple dot plot, or density plot as it is also known, is a histogram except
that each data point is plotted (rather than using a single summary bar to show each frequency). Like
a histogram, the data are still placed into bins (SPSS Tip 5.2), but a dot is used to represent each data
point. You should be able to follow the instructions for a histogram to draw one.

SPSS Tip 5.4
Regression lines on a scatterplot matrix
You can add regression l ines to each scatterplot in the matrix in the same
way as for a simple scatterplot (Figure 5.35). First, double-click the scatterplot matrix in the SPSS viewer to open it in the Chart Editor, then click
to open the Properties dialog box. Using this dialog box, add a line to the
graph that represents the linear model (this should be set by default). Click
and each panel of the matrix should now show a regression line.

17 If this joke isn’t funny it’s your own fault for skipping, or not paying attention to, Chapter 3. Or it might just
not be funny.
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